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Under the eye of the Honouring Figure, Canada’s missing and murdered indigenous women were honoured through a ‘Red Dress’ installation at Felix Jack
Park at Miners Bay on Mayne Island (see story and poem, page 8).

News Shorts - Patrick Brown
NEB Trans Mountain Hearings
Continue

The National Energy Board hearings on Kinder
Morgan's Trans Mountain Expansion proposal
continue as previously planned. Federal Natural
Resources Minister Jim Carr has rebuffed suggestions
that the hearings might be started from scratch with a
new panel. He has suggested that there might be some
changes in the terms of reference. The hearings are
currently scheduled to restart in January.

Kids Sue For Climate Action In Us

Twenty-0ne US children under the name of ‘Our
Children’s Trust’ are suing the US government in
Oregon to obtain a judgment that would force the
government to take climate action. The legal action is
proceeding through the lower courts and and
proponents hoped that it will eventually wind up in the
United States Supreme Court.

Harbour Air Buys Salt Spring Air

Harbour Air has announced the purchase of Salt
Spring Air. They indicate that there will be no change
in the name, operations, or personnel.

Study Recommends Carbon Tax
Increase In BC

A report by the BC Climate Leadership Team has
recommended that the carbon tax increases, originally
planned when the tax was introduced, but frozen in
2012, be resumed. The team suggested that the
provincial sales tax rate be reduced to compensate.
The provincial government has credited the
revenue neutral tax with decreases in carbon
emissions. However, the team notes that BC’s
expected failure to meet its carbon targets for 2020
could be blamed on the interruption in the planned
schedule of increases.
Critics also noted that tax increases recommended
by the team were not accompanied by any positive

incentives to encourage emission reductions.

Denman Cable Ferry Delivery
Confirmed

The Baynes Sound Connector, the new cable ferry
between Buckley Bay and Denman Island, has been
officially delivered to BC Ferries. The corporation has
indicated that they are happy with its performance and
are starting crew training with the ferry probably going
into service in the spring.
BC Ferries expects that it will operate with a crew
of three, but this has not yet been confirmed by
Transport Canada.

John Snyder Gets Environmental
Award

The Wilderness Committee’s 2015 Eugene Rogers
Environmental Award has gone to John Snyder of
Coal Watch Comox Valley Society. Snyder has been
the leader of the Comox Valley’s fight against the
establishment of the Raven Coal Mine in watersheds
feeding Baynes Sound, its shellfish industry, and its
residents. The award comes with a $1,000 cash prize.

Call To Reopen MCTS Tofino

The recent capsize of a whale-watching boat, with
fatalities, combined with the announcement by the
new Liberal federal government that they will reopen
the Kitsilano Coast Guard base, has given rise to calls
to reopen the Tofino Marine Communications &
Traffic Services Coast station. This was just one of a
number of Coast Guard installations closed as an
economy measure by the previous federal
government.

Humpback Whales Return

The revival of Humpback Whales in the North
Pacific—which has seen the species grow from near
extinction to an estimated 21,000 this year—has
resulted in frequent sightings in the Salish Sea and
Georgia Strait in recent months. This has been a new
NEWS SHORTS, please turn to page 3

Climate Justice Meeting
on Salt Spring - Jan Slakov

Salt Spring hosted ‘two of our national treasures’, Lynne Quarmby and Tamara
Lorincz, giving everyone present a chance to learn from two leaders of the struggle
for peace and climate justice. Tamara brought a banner: ‘Demilitarize—
Decarbonize. Stop the wars. Stop the Warming’ which the local Canadian Voice
of Women for Peace (VOW) group put to good use a few days later, at Salt Spring’s
November 29 climate justice rally.
How are these issues related? In Barry Saunders’ book on the environmental
costs of militarism, he states, ‘the greatest single assault on the environment [...]
comes from one agency, the Armed Forces of the United States.’
With almost 40% of the world’s military spending, the Pentagon spends about
as much as the next nine top military-spending nations combined. To give an idea
of the massive amounts involved, the B-52 Stratocruiser burns 50 gallons per
minute; ten minutes of flight consumes as much as an average US car driver uses
in a year.
The audience was shocked to learn that those military greenhouse gas
emissions are not included in each nation’s tally, the result of an exemption the
US insisted on in climate negotiations in the late ’90s.
Tamara handed out copies of the ‘Consolidated Statement of Revenues and
Expenses’ from the Public Accounts of Canada, which shows clearly that the
federal department which gets the most money is the Department of Defence.
One particularly striking statistic: In the 2013–2014 budget year, the
Environment Canada spent $125,118,027 on ‘Climate Change and Clean Air’
(including spending on climate negotiations and contributions to international
PEACE & CLIMATE JUSTICE, please turn to page 3

Lions Christmas (Santa) Ship

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 12
Lyall Harbour, Saturna - Noon–12:40pm
Hope Bay, Pender Island - 1–2:15pm
Miners Bay, Mayne Island - 2:45pm–4pm
Montague Harbour, Galiano Island - 4:45pm–6pm
Ganges Harbour, Salt Spring Island - 7pm
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Canada’s Unemployment

Dear Editor:
Canada’s labour force ballooned last month thanks to a surge
in temporary public-administration work likely generated by
the federal election. Economists have have also recorded
increases in employment after natural disasters or during wars
when massive government outlays pour into the economy. But
governments don’t have to to wait for catastrophes to spend.
During the Great Depression when private business activity was
subdued, governments successfully put people to work through
New Deal programs. In the 1970s the Liberal government also
experimented with direct job creation delivered through local
organizations and citizen groups. The Local Initiatives Program
successfully hired in areas such as arts and culture, recreation,
tourism, research and protecting the environment.
Conservative ideologues would have us worry about
government waste but they overlook the high social cost of
keeping people unemployed—increased rates of family
breakdown, increased crime rates, increased alcohol and
substance abuse, increased suicide rates, and lost opportunities
for skill development and work experience among the young.
As the British economist John Maynard Keynes recognized
years ago, ‘The Conservative belief that there is some law of
nature which prevents men from being employed, that it is ‘rash’
to employ men, and that it is financially ‘sound’ to maintain a
tenth of the population in idleness for an indefinite period, is
crazily improbable—the sort of thing which no man could
believe who had not had his head fuddled with nonsense for
years and years.’
If Justin Trudeau were serious about creating jobs for
Canadians, he would revive and expand the Local Initiatives
Program begun under his father’s administration.
Larry Kazdan,Vancouver
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Readers’ Letters

Whale Watching Bullying?

Dear Editor:
Most Gulf Islanders and visitors are awed by the Orcas that pass
by our islands. This admiration is tempered by their need of
protection due to their being classified as ‘endangered’.
However, this poses a conundrum that needs attention: when
does our fascination become harassment. The
commercialization of ‘whale watching’ and the number of
vessels the industry has operating in this area, has multiplied
in the past few years and is apt to continue growing. So let me
start off with a question: if we admire and respect these
mammals, why do we allow people to harass them virtually all
day, every day of the week? How do we expect these whales to
have a normal existence socially and physically, when they are
surrounded by paparazzi and engine noise?
The industry has put guidelines forward to keep boats at a
reasonable distance with engines off, but these guidelines are
not observed in many instances. This is particularly true of
private vessels. Those who live along the coastline, have
witnessed boats (both private and commercial), speeding
through the pods, corralling the whales against the rock face,
and chasing large and small whales along the shoreline for
extended periods of time. We have taken photos, provided
descriptions of the person at the helm, and contacted DFO and
the Coast Guard. There is never any response. We have noted
lately that some boats have covered identification numbers.
The commercial companies deny it of course. They insist
they are obeying their guidelines but frankly, that is not the case
in many instances. The industry spokespeople speak of their
care and concern for the whales’ wellbeing but would they feel
the same if someone followed them around each day harassing
them? Would they call it bullying?
The companies promote the ‘economic benefits’ of their
business. But then, so do the poachers of tiger skins and
elephant tusks. When did it become morally acceptable to
‘educate’ ourselves by subjecting another species to close and
constant surveillance? The Southern Gulf Islands have become
nothing more than a larger pen for Orcas with nights off. How
much different from ‘captivity’ is this?
I completely support the efforts of CPAWS to have the
Southern Straits of Georgia designated a Marine Conservation
Area. Furthermore, I suggest that commercial ‘whale watching’

Appeal to feds for ferry funding

‘Our transportation system is more than bridges and light rail,
it includes our marine highway which coastal residents and
businesses rely on,’ says Gary Holman, MLA for Saanich North
& The Islands. ‘The ferry system in British Columbia is a vital
piece of economic infrastructure, not just for coastal BC, but for
the entire economy.
‘The BCLiberal’s skyrocketing fares have hurt families and
businesses. The Christy Clark government must prove that they
finally understand the importance of our ferry system by getting
our federal government involved with ferries on the West Coast
again.
‘Before the election in October, the federal government
turned away BC Ferries’ applications for infrastructure money
to support terminal upgrades and a new vessel. What’s more,
Marine Atlantic ferries enjoy a $493 per-passenger federal
subsidy, while BC Ferries receives only $1.41 per passenger.’
‘Minister Stone (who’s heading to Ottawa) has a great
opportunity to meet with our new federal government and
correct a longstanding imbalance,’ Holman continued. ‘After
years of rising fares and shrinking service, British Columbians
living on the coast can’t be let down by the Christy Clark
government, again.’ 0
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be suspended and a stipulation that private vessels stay clear of
Orcas, until enforcement of appropriate guidelines regarding
vessels approaching any pod is established and operating.
Without enforcement, our appreciation and respect of Orcas
will be secondary to our insensitivity and the monetary value of
their exploitation.
Steve Wright, South Pender Island

Important Christmas Giving

Dear Editor:
For most Canadians the winter holiday season is focused on
sumptuous meals and lavish gift-giving, but for a great many
others around the world life is not nearly so comfortable.
Take, for example, the AIDs-orphaned children of Lesotho
and their exhausted care-giving grandmothers. For the last ten
years the SSI Raging Grannies has been helping by raising and
sending money to fund the Lesotho Solar Cooker Project, which
is managed by Carol Pritchard of Quebec.
Each year Carol pays her own expenses and flies to
Johannesburg, where she buys solar cookers, pots and pans and
demonstration foodstuffs, and trucks it all into Lesotho. With
the help of her contacts there she then demonstrates the
cooking of 3 different kinds of food to locally chosen
grandmothers--and occasionally a care-giving uncle or
grandfather too, and then leaves them with the stoves.
The reaction is not only amazement that their plentiful sun
can be used in this way, but enormous appreciation for the gift
from far-away friends which obviates the necessity to collect
sparse firewood or animal dung to make their families a hot
meal. Each year Carol’s reports tell us about the joyous singing
and dancing of thanks that the grandmothers do for their
unknown gift-givers. ‘Kea leboha!’ (I thank you!) they say over
and over again.
We invite you to open your hearts this holiday season and
join with us in connecting gift-giving with the cooking of food,
and thus support the Lesotho Solar Cooker Project. For as Dr
Seuss says, ‘Unless someone like you cares a whole lot, nothing
is going to get better; it’s not!’
One stove plus everything else needed for one family costs
approximately Cdn$130. All donations gratefully received. For
more information about this project please contact me at 250537-8343 or willmott@mast.queensu.ca. Kea leboha!
Jill Willmott, Salt Spring Island 0

Logic

Now logic is the mental quirk
That humans need to make things work;
The argument you’re aiming at,
With lots of ‘because this’, and ‘that’,
Should end decisively ‘therefore’,
As Euclid did in days of yore—
(A man who always liked to see
His theorems end in QED!).

But logic is not always true,
According to your point of view,
And its been used sometimes before
To prove that black is white, and more;
Though use of logic is immense,
It shouldn’t displace common sense;
Yet both these attributes are quite absent
In two moves by our BC Government.

Now water is essential for our living—
And BC’s water does belong to us;
Does it follow then we should be giving
So much of it to Nestlé, as a plus?
(It only takes $2.25 in money, to endorse
A million litres of this valuable resource.)
A government deal that harbours no pretence
Of any logic, or indeed, of common sense.

And then again, in Shawnigan it seems—
Another one of government’s weird schemes—
A landfill site, approved so it is said,
On land that slopes down into watershed.
So here’s another faux-pas made,
Without due thought to make the grade.
What’s lacking here in both these cases?
—Grey matter in those higher places!
—H Barry Cotton

Priscilla Ewbank

We are getting close to the Solstice! At Haggis Farm on these
dazzling blue days of brisk clear weather, ‘sunrise’ is at 10:15am
and ‘sunset’ is at 1:30pm, as the sun skims the trees. Solar
passive heat is gorgeous; the house warms immediately, and
then cools as the sun sinks.
The nights are delightful with stars and the moon big and
shining. Our big pond has frozen, except for the spring area at
the eastern edge. The small ducks, golden eyes, and buffleheads
have no paddle-room and have flown off!
That prediction of an artic outflow from the east, which really
didn’t eventuate, was enough to get me draining outside water
pipes and considering antifreeze in the vehicles.
I was grateful that there was no arctic wind for those cold
days; I haven’t gotten out the really dedicated cold weather

NEWS SHORTS from page 1

attraction for the whale-watching fleet on the
Canadian and the US sides of the Salish Sea.

New Alberta Climate Policy

A new climate policy announced by Alberta
Premier Notley is being described as a good
start. While the new proposals do not go as far
as environmentalists would have liked, they do
face eventual limits on tar sands expansion.
The industry, for their part, have supported the
new proposals as a public relations gesture
which should help to obtain social license for
new pipelines.

Test Your Home For Radon Gas

Exposure to radon in indoor air is the second
leading cause of lung cancer in Canadians and
is the leading cause in non-smokers. Health
Canada estimates that each year more than
3,200 lung cancer deaths among Canadians
are attributable to radon exposure, which is 16
per cent of all lung cancer deaths. November is
Radon Action Month and Health Canada is
encouraging Canadians to test their homes.
Radon is a radioactive gas found in the soil
and rocks around and beneath your home. It
enters your home through cracks and gaps in
foundation floors and walls. Although you can’t
see it, smell it or taste it, radon can be in your
home: new or old, with or without basement.
All homes have some level of radon, the
only way to know how much is to test. You can
purchase a simple and inexpensive do-it-

costume yet! The garden has escaped penetrating freezing and
the two regularly visiting Anna’s hummingbirds have worn out
the remaining fuchsia flowers. Now the air is soft with a rainy
front coming from the west.

Pig BBQ

The fall Saturna Volunteer Firefighter’s Pig BBQ was a great
social success. The delicious pig was raised on Saturna, at
Money Farm, the orchard next to where the BBQ was held at
the Rec Centre. Brent Sohier, firechief, was the cook and did a
splendid job with everyone’s favourite—the crackling—and
nicely cooked to the bone, tender, juicy meat. The BBQ has been
going on for so long, seamless organization seems to have it
down to which firefighter hands out the napkins. Racing around
the gym was one of the largest herds of kids I have seen for a
long time. We had imports of islander guests staying with local
kids but still, it was an impressive turnout of kids having a

yourself test kit online, at a hardware store or
local community health organization, or you
can hire a certified radon professional to
conduct the test for you. Long-term testing for
a minimum of three months is recommended
and should start in the fall when windows and
doors are closed.
If the radon level in your home is over the
Government of Canada Radon Guideline (200
becquerels/metre3), it can be fixed easily and
at a reasonable cost. Techniques to lower radon
levels are effective and can save lives. Radon
levels in most homes can be reduced by more
than 80% for about the same cost as other
common home repairs such as replacing a
furnace or air conditioner. Talk to a certified
radon professional to determine the best and
most cost effective way to reduce the radon
level in your home.

Boom & Bust

Canada has had a long history of boom and
bust towns, fueled and extinguished by the
fickle nature of resource-based economies.
Mining, forestry, fisheries—all have pushed
communities through a dust-to-dust cycle.
Prince Rupert can take some solace, says
Ecotrust Canada, in knowing they are not the
only ones to travel this path. At the end of
November, Canfisco, owned by the Jim
Pattison Group, announced they would be
moving their operation and more than 500
jobs offshore in the pursuit of better profits.

PEACE & CLIMATE JUSTICE from page 1

funds for the Montreal Protocol on ozone depletion). That same year Canada spent $79,358,889
on a defence program which ‘fosters pride in Canadian military heritage’. Without such a
program, the government argues, ‘Canadians will not identify with the CAF and will not support
its operations and budget commitments.’
Lynne Quarmby, internationally renowned biochemist, has seen funding for basic research
conducted by her lab cut by three-fourths. Some might consider it ironic that someone so devoted
to ‘esoteric’ research became so engaged in day-to-day climate justice struggles that Kinder
Morgan sued her and four other people for $5 million (in Lynne’s case, because of an op-ed she
wrote). Quarmby is currently the Green Party’s science critic.
A question from the audience provoked an interesting discussion on how nations could
improve their security through nonviolent measures, avoiding the destruction and horrors of
war. The first step towards saner policies for security and peace-building is awareness of the
impact of what is currently being done in our name.
VOW board member Tamara Lorincz recently moved to the Saanich Peninsula after spending
two years in Britain as a Rotary International Peace Fellow. 0

marvelous time. Saturna’s own band led by Dr Daylight, our
harmonica blues wailer, provided the growly, funky dance
music for kids and adults.
The fire department raised $433 from a fifty-fifty draw—
winner gets half. The firefighters had a goal in mind this year,
to raise funds to make a donation to the Saanich Peninsula
Foundation Palliative Care Unit. Islander Chuck Crowley
received stellar care on the unit and Chuck was a man who liked
a job well done without a lot of fooferaw. The palliative care unit
did their job—just like Chuck. Putting the two together, Chuck
wanted no memorial and the fire department wanted to honour
his long years in the fire department.

Practise Bird Count in November

Saturday, November 28, was blue, calm and beautiful at East
Point. Marian Porter, Salt Spring birder—fiendishly dedicated,

TISA Negotiations Continue
Behind Closed Doors

The Trade in Services Agreement (TISA) is a
trade agreement currently being negotiated by
23 members of the WTO (World Trade
Organization). Services account for about a
fifth of world trade, and the participating
countries are said to account for 70% of world
trade in services. The OECD estimates that
services account for 68% of global GDP; in
advanced economies services account for 75%
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of production and 80% of employment.
Trade agreement member countries are:
Australia, Canada, Chile, Chinese Taipei,
Colombia, Costa Rica, the EU, Hong Kong
China, Iceland, Israel, Japan, Korea,
Liechtenstein, Mauritius, Mexico, New
Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Peru,
Switzerland, Turkey and the United States.
Uruguay and Paraguay have recently left the
negotiations, while China is said to be
interested.
The 14th negotiating round (October 6-13
this year) discussed the movement of foreign
staff, financial services, telecommunications,
transport, professional services, environmental
services, and energy services. An early
December meeting has also taken place.
The negotiations, carried out behind closed
doors in Geneva, were initiated in 2012 by a
sub-group of WTO nations termed Really
Good Friends of Services. The objective is to
achieve ‘liberalization’ of trade in services
worldwide. The structure is to be based on the
1994 General Agreement on Trade in Services
(GATS), under the WTO. This structure, along
with the achievement of a critical mass of
nations, would be necessary in order to bring
it into the WTO.
It is anticipated that TISA would
incorporate an investor-state dispute
arbitration system (ISDS) like other trade
agreements.0
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Some would say Prince Rupert’s situation
was to be expected. Fisheries giveth and
fisheries taketh away; the risk of losing an
industry is just a part of doing business.
But is this how things should be? Ecotrust
says, ‘The government manages Canada’s
natural resources on behalf of all Canadians.
Who benefits most from the Canfisco closure?
With the cannery open, local people earned
money from local fish, sustaining the local
economy. Now, another of Canada’s natural
resources will be bundled up and shipped away
for some other country to reap the rewards. In
this global economy, does local benefit no
longer matter?’
Ecotrust Canada believes it does.
Adjacency—the idea that communities should
benefit socially, culturally, and economically
from the resources on their doorsteps—is one
of our most important tools in caring for our
planet, it says. Check them out at: ecotrust.ca.

SALT SPRING ISLAND

Saturna Notes

MEETING

School District #64 (Gulf
Islands). Regular meetings of
the Board of School Trustees
will be held on Wednesday,
January 13, 2016 at Gulf Islands
Secondary School. Meeting
commencing at 1pm. Public
Welcome! Agenda:
http://sd64.bc.ca/district/school–boa
rd-meetings.

Modest family home on Salt
Spring. Top-class islands’ family
needs pied á terre to allow
participation in community
activities. Creative ideas welcome.
250-216-2796. Leave message if
away from phone.

NEXT DEADLINE: Jan 6 • 250.216.2267
islandtides@islandtides.com

BOXED ADS - Start at 1-1/2 inches
B&W: $24.50/inch+gst • COLOUR:
$32/inch+gst
WORD ADS $18 (25 words), additional words 27¢ each
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Paris: Conference of The Parties 21 - Elizabeth May, MP

Some of Canada’s team

Canada On The First Day

Justin Trudeau's speech was disappointing for me. I had so
hoped he would exceed expectations. I had so hoped he would
remove the target for emission reductions put in place by the
previous government, announce a more aggressive goal and
push other leaders to increase their own targets. I had hoped he
would gamble some of his political capital from the election win
on making a promise no-one expected. The major
environmental groups in Canada were not pushing him to do
this. They accepted the accepted wisdom that he would not. Still,
I had hopes.
Still, his speech was solid. He started by clearly stating his
understanding of climate science and that the threat was
incontrovertible. He confirmed that climate change would be a
major priority for his government. He spoke of the critical need
to work with First Nations and to learn from them. He
confirmed Canada would negotiate for a strong treaty.

Please join me in 2016 at a town hall:

Friday, January 8, Salt Spring Island
Sunday, January 10, Galiano Island
Wednesday, January 13, Pender Island
Thursday, January 14, Mayne Island
Friday, January 15, Saturna Island
Details: elizabethmaymp.ca/townhalls or 1-800-667-9188
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I was seated between Minister for Environment and Climate
Change Catherine McKenna and AFN National Chief Perry
Bellegarde in a small cluster of Canadians allowed in the main
hall. The French organizers had allocated very few tickets to
each government for the opening speeches. McKenna’s team
had borrowed tickets from other delegations to allow for the
opposition party leaders to be in the room. So just for about 20
minutes, waiting for the new PM to speak and to listen to his
speech, NDP leader Thomas Mulcair, Conservative
representative Ed Fast and I were in a row of chairs with
Stephane Dion and Catherine McKenna, and seated just ahead
of us at the table, the premiers of Quebec, Ontario, BC, and
Alberta. As we waited, someone decided we should get a photo,
and out of nowhere, Justin Trudeau bolted into our midst—
saying something like ‘I don’t want to miss this shot!’
As he neared the end of his address, he said ‘Canada is back,
my good friends. We’re here to help...’ the rest of his closing
lines were lost in the spontaneous applause of delegations all
around us. As he was escorted out of the hall through a back
door, we did not linger; those tickets needed to be returned. As
I made my way out of the hall, negotiators from other
countries—one from Costa Rica, someone from Africa, jumped
out to rush to the aisle to hug me and say, ‘Oh we are so glad,’
‘So happy,’ to have your new government. One of them wept. I
confess—silly me—I had tears spring to my eyes... and they are
back as I write this.
We are not all the way home. This is not a green government.
But I am so very, very glad (with a nod to Bill Henderson) that
we have taken back our country. We are Canada again.

First Blog From COP21

At the end of the first day of the 21st Conference of the Parties I
feel like we must be at day 4, or 5. Why the sense of exhaustion?
Over 150 world leaders speaking one after the other. The
Conference of the Parties has always had its own rhythm.
Predictable flows of negotiation over decades in such meetings
(whether in climate COPs or biodiversity COPs etc) have started
with the lower level diplomats and negotiators beavering away
on a draft text for the first week, with the pressure of knowing
the ministers or (on rare occasions) heads of government will
arrive in the second week and expect to see the product of good
and effective work.
Things start slow and pressure builds. The glitches and
logistical hiccups of the first day are easily remedied when the
negotiations are in their early stage.
This negotiation has reversed that order. And by nightfall at
the end of a barrage of speeches from leaders of over 150
countries, everyone felt frazzled. Okay, admittedly I do not know
how everyone felt… but friends inside the UN system, friends
from NGOs and staff of various ministers from many countries
appeared good and frazzled.
The activity of the main conference was not limited to the
leaders’ speeches. I was invited to a lunch presentation from
Ontario premier Kathleen Wynne. It ended up including
Alberta’s Rachel Notley, BC’s Christy Clark and a last minute
appearance from Canada’s new Environment and Climate
Change Minister Catherine McKenna. In the audience were the
National Chief of the AFN, Perry Bellegarde, and the national
head of the Canadian Labour Congress, plus the Environment
Commissioners from Ontario and Canada. Had this event been
held anywhere but in Paris at COP21, you could have sold tickets
and filled a room 100 times bigger. As it is we run into people

easily who in normal life you could wait a year to meet.
Meanwhile in another room, Bill Gates and Barack Obama
as well as PM Trudeau were announcing a multi-billion dollar
clean tech fund.
On top of the intense process of shepherding US President
Barack Obama, German Chancellor Angela Merkel, Russia’s
Vladimir Putin, and so on—enough to create serious stress at
any conference, Paris and COP21 is not just any conference. The
city remains in a state of emergency. Every rooftop and every
overpass has security personnel, snipers and many normal
routes are closed. Getting in and out of the conference site today
was not easy.
So, what of substance happened?
No one could fail to notice the shared sense of purpose of the
political speeches. Many (eloquently HRH Charles, Prince of
Wales) addressed the issue of urgency and our responsibility to
our own children. Many offered concrete examples of how
action in their own country had been good for their economy. I
had really hoped that our new PM Justin Trudeau would have
had a new offer, even a new target to announce, but having
pledged $2.5 billion just days ago for climate financing, there
was nothing new today.
Still, the reception for his speech, especially his pledge that
Canada is back and here to help, was received with strong
applause that drowned out his last few words.
So tomorrow the real work begins. Ministers will be back
next week.
This is a conference that must make history. Its opening was
historic, being the largest gathering ever of leaders from around
the world. Only the negotiating positions of the various nations
will confirm whether the leaders made a speech for optics sake,
or whether they are willing to put political capital on the line to
save our kids and theirs from the devastation of catastrophic
global warming.

Day 2 Blog From COP21

This was the second day of COP, but our first day of
negotiations. The leaders of nations from around the world have
jetted home. (My friend New Zealand Green MP Kennedy
Graham pointed out in his blog today that we actually do not
have ‘world leaders’—just leaders of various nations.)
The place felt less frantic, less frenetic, and the negotiations
took on the glacial pace for which they are well known. For the
section of text I follow—the Ad Hoc Working Group on the
Durban Plan of Action (ADP)—no country was willing to agree
to even the smallest change. With political tensions at a
dangerous low boil over Turkey shooting down a Russian jet,
the Russian and Turkish negotiators treated each other with
courteous diplomacy as they faced-off over alternate text in
square brackets.
A highpoint today was the proof of new openness as the
Environment and Climate Change Minister, Catherine
McKenna, exchanged with the many Canadian environmental,
educational, labour, church and youth groups here at COP. They
asked clear questions and either the minister or Canada’s lead
negotiator tried to answer. The minister actually apologized for
having to go back to Ottawa for the opening of Parliament, but
promised briefings from officials in her absence. Which means
that in two days of COP, Catherine McKenna has held exactly a
zillion more briefings for civil society than any minister in the
last ten years. (Assuming my math is right and that one meeting
in two days is a zillion times more than none over ten years.)
But nice vibes only take us so far. We (opposition MPs and
civil society) will be watching these exacting line by line
negotiations of the draft text to be certain our new government
is pushing for the best possible treaty.
The level of professionalism and detailed knowledge of the
draft text demonstrated exactly how prepared Canadian civil
society is to demand a strong treaty. 0
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MAYNE ISLAND’S NEW FIREHALL
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Photos: Toby

Moon Dates

New: December 11, Full: December 25

Grand Opening Saturday, November 28th, 2015

DougRoutley,MLA
Nanaimo~NorthCowichan

Warmest Wishes for a
Happy Holiday
Season
Ladysmith:250.245.9375
Nanaimo:250.716.5221
Pleasevisitwww.dougroutley.ca
forcommunityofficehoursduring
theholidays.

A

day
of
great
celebration. Many
Roasting Fancy Coffee
Mayne Islanders have
for mail orders since 1982
waited long, persevered, and
worked hard to get a fit-forpurpose firehall.
Lower picture shows
Pender Islands’ Firechief
from Thetis Island to you
Charlie Boyte (left of photo)
www.potofgoldcoffee.com
and Ian Elliott, Pender
Emergency Program Support,
(right) sharing the joy by presenting a plaque of congratulation
to (L toR) Gerrie Wise, Mayne Island Emergency Program
Coordinator, Bob McKinnon, Improvement District Chair and
Mayne Island Firechief Steve DeRousie.
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I can get you onto high-speed Internet
wherever you live.
Ask me about high-speed Internet from just $49.99/month1
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Connect to what matters, wherever you live.
Call me today to switch to Xplornet
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1
$49.99 per month applies for the first 2 months on the Xplore 5 plan with download speed up to 5 Mbps and 70 GB of data. Regularly applicable pricing of $69.99 begins in month 3. Taxes apply. Offer valid until December 31, 2015 and subject to signal quality and network conditions. Actual
speed online may vary with your technical configuration, Internet traffic, server and other factors. Traffic Management policy applies; see www.xplornet.com/traffic-management. Xplornet® is a trade-mark of Xplornet Communications Inc. © 2015 Xplornet Communications Inc.
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New, new SGI ferry schedules; read and take the survey
Brian Hollingshead, Chair, SGIFAC

C Ferries has now developed a new set
of schedules in response to what they
heard and read regarding the first
version this summer. The new proposed
schedules are online in the same location as a
much improved on-line feedback survey at
www.bcferries.com. But you only have till
December 14 to do complete the survey!
Your ferry advisory committee is charged
with helping you understand what’s happening
with ferry service, as well as providing
community-based advice to BC Ferries. To this
end, we urge you to read this article, look at the
schedules, take the survey, including giving
comments. After the deadline, you are still free
to write directly to BC Ferries about the
proposed schedules or the survey—but don’t
delay.

Old Proposed Schedules

In July, BC Ferries presented a set of ferry
schedules for the Southern Gulf Islands to
come into effect in 2017 with the arrival of the
new intermediate class ferries, replacing Queen
of Nanaimo. Those schedules included
fundamental changes to service to and from
Tsawwassen (Route Nº9) and sailings to and
from Swartz Bay (Routes Nº5 & 5A). Those
schedules were found to be broadly
unacceptable at a tumultuous series of August

open houses. Hence these new proposals.

New Proposal A Good Start

The ‘good’ part is that the Swartz Bay schedule
has largely been returned to its existing form,
getting rid of the highly unpopular ‘pairing’
concept and restoring inter-island travel.

Winter Weekend Crunch

That said, at least one significant problem
remains. Though there have been some
improvements to the weekend service from
Tsawwassen, it appears there will be some
crunch points at preferred sailing times,
especially on Fridays and Sundays.
BC Ferries seems optimistic that people will
be content to move to less convenient sailing
times when their preferred sailings are fully
booked. They concluded from their first survey
that, for customers, the ‘most important aspect
of ferry service is frequency of service’. Your ferry
advisors contend that having adequate capacity
available when needed/wanted beats
‘frequency’, particularly when ‘frequency’
includes sailings with little or no usefulness.
Though the new online survey is improved
over the earlier one, it still has, in our opinion, a
major shortcoming. While it identifies sailing
departure and arrival times, it provides no
indication of the anticipated demand for those
sailings. This is a critical factor for the weekend
service to and from Tsawwassen.
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JAMES McGREER CAMPBELL 1918-2015

A Gulf Islands icon left us on Sunday,
November 29, when James McGeer Campbell
died at Greenwoods Eldercare
on Salt Spring Island. Jim
Campbell, who along with his
wife Lorraine has been a
fixture on Saturna Island for 70
years, was 97.
Jim and Lorraine came to
Saturna in 1945 to farm
property owned by Lorraine’s
father. Those familiar with the
Campbell Farm understand
why they never left. They
raised four children in an
idyllic place reachable only by foot or horse, or
by boat and tractor. They opened their home
and the farm, including cottages at Saturna
Beach, to pretty much anyone—students,
families, travellers—who shared their passion
for the place. The Dominion Day Lamb
Barbeque began at Saturna Beach in 1950,
attracting boaters from throughout the Pacific
Northwest for four decades before it moved to
Winter Cove.
Jim was a large, lively and quick-witted
personality, with no shortage of firmly held
opinions, and a brilliant storyteller’s ability to
deliver them. His fervent belief in the sanctity
of public process also informed a very active
political life. Along with
Lorraine, he was committed
to community service, a trait
that ran deep in his family.
His
father,
Charles
McKinnon Campbell, Sr,
was a mining engineer with
a strong conservation ethic
long before that was
fashionable. His uncle,
Gerald Grattan McGeer, was
twice mayor of Vancouver,
as well as an MLA, MP and Senator. Jim
Campbell was congenitally and by disposition
a Liberal, and was involved with the party for
much of his life.
Jim served seven of his 10 years on the

For instance, the schedule for the off-peak
season (mid-Oct to mid-May) shows a Friday
sailing from Tsawwassen at 7:15pm for all
islands including Salt Spring. There is an
optional 3:40pm sailing for Galiano and Mayne.
Most people would see a 7:15pm departure as
excellent, and would rate it accordingly.
What they won’t see is that the projected
demand for busy Fridays (BC Ferries data) is for
224 cars departing through the afternoon and
evening, from Tsawwassen to the five islands.
This means reservations for the first 140 or so
cars on the evening ferry will be accepted.
Occupants of the remaining 84 cars will have the
option of going on the afternoon ferry (if they’re
going to Mayne or Galiano), going through-fare
via Swartz Bay or going Saturday morning. Or
staying home.
It’s our sense that most people traveling to
their island on Friday evenings don’t have the
option of travelling in the afternoon (jobs,
school). Thus, there will be those who rated the
Friday PM service as excellent, finding
themselves disappointed when they’re unable to
get a reservation. While this service may have
been manageable with the 190-car Queen of
Nanaimo, we believe it will result in many
cancelled weekend trips in the busier off-peak
months (March to May).
While a Friday night through-fare may work
(if not wonderfully) for Salt Spring, it becomes
less and less viable the farther away from Swartz
Bay the destination island is. Hopefully the
current initiative to make the through-fare
process more customer-friendly will make that
option more attractive.

Improvement

Seen as a positive adjustment, this schedule
recognizes that two-thirds of the Route Nº9
traffic is to and from the Southern Gulf Islands
while the remaining third is to and from Salt
Spring. The previously proposed schedule for
shoulder and peak seasons included direct,
non-stop service to Salt Spring in Friday
evening prime time. This left the four Southern
Gulf Islands competing for space on the other
evening ferry. The revised schedule provides
balanced use of both ferries—as BC Ferries
committed in the very first stages of the twoferry proposal. The new schedule still includes
a direct non-stop peak season Sunday evening
sailing from SSI to Tsawwassen, departing at
7:20pm, arriving in Tsawwassen at 8:43pm.

Capital Regional District as chairman, 12 years
on the Gulf Islands School Board, and a term
as head of the BC School
Trustees Association. He
served for two years on the
Islands Trust, and was a
vigorous advocate for its core
mandate to preserve and
protect the Gulf Islands.
After the turn of the
millennium, concerned about
overdevelopment in the Gulf
Islands, he and Lorraine sold
and donated a significant
portion of their farm—
including more than two kilometres of
waterfront and Saturna’s glorious Taylor Point
—to the federal government as part of the Gulf
Islands National Park Reserve.
Jim was born on born July 13, 1918, in the
mining community of Phoenix, British
Columbia, and spent his childhood in Phoenix,
Grand Forks, Vancouver, Cassidy, Montreal,
and Okiep, South Africa, before returning to
Vancouver on April 1, 1929. He studied
agriculture at UBC, where he met Lorraine,
and served as captain of the Halifax-based
Fairmile patrolship during World War II.
He is survived by Jean Lorraine Campbell
(nee Thomson), daughters Nan Logan and
Jacques (Jackie) Campbell, son
Tom Campbell, grandchildren
Faedra, Ian, Andrew, James and
Mary Grace, and three great
grandchildren,
Christopher,
Mckenna, and Ana Margaret.
He was predeceased by his son
James McGeer Campbell, Jr,
and his older siblings Charles
and Mary (Mim).
A memorial event will take place
on Saturday, December 19,
between noon and 4 pm at the Saturna
Recreation Centre. Flowers are gratefully
declined; please donate to Saturna Foundation,
Box 112, Saturna, V0N 2Y0 or to a charity of your
choice.
CC

Not So Good

Meanwhile, the stressed SGI service results in
Galiano requiring a sailing arriving in
Tsawwassen at 11:22pm. It would seem to
make sense for the SSI direct sailing to stop at
Sturdies Bay enroute to Tsawwassen to accept
a limited number of Galiano reservations,
eliminating the need for the ultra-late sailing.
The schedule initially presented with the
survey included Sunday evening service in the
off-peak season as carrying traffic from all five
islands to Tsawwassen on a single sailing. This
wouldn’t be possible even now with the larger
Queen of Nanaimo. When we pointed this out
to BC Ferries, they quickly modified the
schedule and the survey to reflect service being
balanced between all islands. Pender and
Mayne traffic will be on a separate sailing (as
presently).
Even still, we expect the smaller ferry will be
unable to cope with the demand, resulting in
people being referred to Sunday morning
departures or travelling through-fare via
Swartz Bay. It’s our view that neither of these
will be acceptable options for most people.
The remaining ‘one significant problem’, of
which we are presently aware, is the late
morning service from Saturna to Swartz Bay,
and back on the afternoon sailing. The previous
proposed schedule shortened turnaround time
to non-viable. (This problem was highlighted
at Saturna’s August open house. It had already
been identified at earlier advisory meetings was
first fixed, and then reinstated.) This serious
problem remains and requires resolution.
Above are the big items we found. As with
any change, there are some minor wins and
losses, some perhaps easily fixable. Some of the
losses will be survivable, while others may
prove untenable, once implemented.
The new survey results will be assessed in
early January, and further adjustments may be
possible after that. The schedule will be
finalized in the spring of 2016 for
implementation in the spring of 2017.
Now, it’s time to pay attention; to get
involved. BC Ferries is asking for our input.
They can’t be faulted if we don’t provide it. The
survey is there for all of us. 0
See advertisement on opposite page for more
information.

Holiday Herbs for Fragrance & Décor
Bruce Burnett

Marcel Proust, the French author of the gargantuan
classic, Remembrance of Things Past, wrote ‘[smells] bear
unfaltering, in the tiny and almost impalpable drop of their
essence, the vast structure of recollection.’
Science now confirms what Monsieur Proust and
aromatherapists knew all along: Fragrance works directly
on the brain like a beneficial drug. Acting through the
limbic system, which is essentially an extension of the
brain, an odor can relax, revitalize, refurbish, induce sleep
or desire and, as Marcel Proust discovered when he sniffed
the tea-dipped madeleine, provoke memory.
Olfactory-triggered nostalgia fills the air at Christmas
time. In particular, the aroma of coriander, nutmeg,
allspice, cloves and cinnamon open the floodgates to
memories of Christmases past.
Decorations like pomanders add beauty to your home
during the festive season. Making them is a fun project for
the whole family. Children get enthusiastically involved in
the hands-on creative activity.

Make a Holiday Pomander

To make a holiday pomander you will need the following:
4-6 firm, thin-skinned oranges (lemons/ limes will also
work)
½ cup (125ml) of ground cinnamon
¼ cup (60ml) of ground cloves
Approximately 100 grams of whole cloves
1 Tbsp. (15ml) of ground allspice
1 Tbsp. (15ml) of ground nutmeg
1 Tbsp. (15ml) of orrisroot.
The cloves should completely cover the oranges if
you’re planning to display the pomanders in a bowl. If you
want to hang them from the Christmas tree or
mantelpiece, leave a half-inch vertical groove around the
fruit to accommodate the ribbon. The cloves can be
directly inserted into the oranges, but to avoid bruising the
fruit, first piece the skin with a skewer.
The cloves should be close, but not crowded or
touching. The fruit will shrink to about 75 per cent of its
original size during the curing process. Also, the skin may
split if the cloves are too close. Don’t leave a half-studded
orange to finish the next day as rot may start to set in.
Mix the curing spices, the cinnamon, cloves, allspice,
nutmeg and orrisroot in a small bowl. Orrisroot is the
ground, dried root of the orris iris. It’s commonly used to
‘fix’ or set the fragrance of the other ingredients in potpourris and perfumery and has a barely perceptible
fragrance of violets. It’s readily available in any craft or

floral supply store.
Place half the mixture in a large bowl and lay the
studded pomanders on top. Pour the rest of the spice mix
over the pomanders so that they are completely covered.
Add more spice mixture if necessary. Place the pomanders
in a dry, dark closet and turn them daily. Depending on
the fruit and its size, the curing process will take three to
four weeks. When the pomanders are firm, they are cured.
The pomanders are fragrant, spirit lifting and beautiful,
they will also repel moths when hung in your closet or
placed in drawers. They will last forever. When their scent
wanes, just add a little essential oil of your choice.

Fun and Fragrant Garlands

Garlands are another simple holiday decoration for
fragrance and fun. Take pieces of kitchen twine and
suspend bunches of fresh, dried herbs and slices of dried
fruit such as apples, oranges and lemons. Dried fruit slices
can be purchased from your local craft store, but if you
prefer to do it yourself, use a dehydrator or slice the fruit
thinly, then place them on a rack in a 95 degree C (200F)
oven for about six hours.
If you don’t have a convection oven, it’s best to prop
open the oven door just a crack for the first two or three
hours to allow the moisture to escape. When drying
apples, first dissolve one teaspoon of salt in a quarter cup
of lemon juice. Dip the apple slices in this solution and they
will retain their natural colour after drying.
Suggested herbs for your garland or swag would be
sage, thyme, marjoram, oregano, rosemary, bay leaves and
cinnamon sticks, but you can use whatever is available.
Add small bunches of holly and mistletoe for extra
decoration.

Herbal Table Napkins

Herbal table napkin holders make a fragrant and
appealing table decoration. Fasten a small herbal bouquet
of parsley, rosemary, sage or thyme with an elastic band
and tie the bouquet directly to the napkin ring with a
ribbon in a bow. The choice of herbs will be determined
by what’s still thriving in your garden or what’s available
in the stores. The herbs must be fresh. Dried herbs will just
make a mess on your table.
Make this Christmas especially festive and fragrant
while involving your children or grandchildren in these
creative projects.
Bruce Burnett is an award-winning writer, Chartered
Herbalist and author of ‘HerbWise: Growing, Cooking,
Wellbeing’. 0
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BC songs For Canada’s Birthday

The Honourable Judith Guichon, Lieutenant Governor of British
Columbia, has announced the third season of ‘Sing Me A Song’, a music
program to promote community spirit throughout the province. ‘Sing Me
A Song’ is an opportunity for musical groups of all ages and genres to
write and sing an original song in the lead up to Canada’s 150th birthday
celebrations in 2017. Groups are encouraged to write a song about what
Canada’s sesquicentennial means to them or their community.
‘The entries we received in the first two seasons were outstanding and
showed that community pride is alive and well in British Columbia,’ said
the Lieutenant Governor. ‘We are looking forward to continuing the
program and showcasing the great musical talent found throughout the
province.’
Each entry will be reviewed by a panel of musicians from around the
province and an award of $1,000 will be granted annually in each of three
age categories. Whether it is a school or community choir or other
amateur musical group, all submissions must have a minimum of eight
voices and musical accompaniment is welcome. Each song must be
original content, no longer than five minutes in length, and be based on
the Canada 150 themes. For younger age groups adults may assist in the
creation of the musical content. Musicality, spirit, and originality are
highly encouraged.
For more information and to enter, visit www.ltgov.bc.ca. Entries for
the 2016 competition are due by March 31, 2016. 0

SATURNA from page 3

and carrying impeccable credentials—walked around East Point
shoreline with about 30 local birders to kick off the Christmas Bird Count
season.
This bird count, sponsored by the Saturna Island Marine Research
and Education Society (just honoured with an Islands Trust Community
Stewardship Award), is becoming an annual event to help people get in
the mood and in the groove for sighting birds for the Saturday, December
19, annual Christmas Bird Count. Everyone is welcome to join the
international event to help in keeping count on the health of our local
bird populations.

MLA Comes To Consult and Hold Townhall

Saanich North & The Islands MLA, Gary Holman came to Saturna,
meeting with local groups and getting filled in on local concerns and
issues during the day and holding a town hall session in the evening for
further local discussion and an update on the recent legislative session.
Health services, ferries, housing, water systems, pipelines, national
marine conservation area, economic strategies were all topics of
discussion as well as what are the best ways to inspire change provincially.
Inspired, funny, willing, and creating our robust westcoast
communities, we Islanders have lots to give and are given much. Thanks
to us all for another year lived in diversity, richness of beauty and culture;
the affect of an awe-inspiring natural world. 0

SPONSORED CONTENT
Southern Gulf Islands Scheduling

We want to hear from you...

From the feedback received at the
open houses this summer, draft schedules for
the Southern Gulf Islands have been revised.
Your feedback on these revisions matter, and customers
are invited to participate in an online Customer Feedback
Survey to help shape service for the following routes:
Tsawwassen to/from Pender Island, Mayne Island,
Saturna Island, Galiano Island, and Salt Spring Island
Swartz Bay to/from Pender Island, Mayne Island,
Saturna Island, and Galiano Island
Inter-Island travel between Pender Island, Mayne Island,
Saturna Island, Galiano Island, and Salt Spring Island
Please participate by visiting bcferries.com between
November 23 and December 14, 2015.
For more information, visit us online, call 1-888 BC FERRY
(223-3779) or email sgischeduling@bcferries.com.

BC FERRIES SOUTHERN GULF
ISLANDS SCHEDULING PROCESS
BC Ferries will be introducing two
new Salish Class vessels, fuelled by
LNG, in the Southern Gulf Islands
region in 2017. These sister-ships will
allow us to better match capacity
with demand, while contributing to
fare affordability and sustainability.
Between Tsawwassen and the Gulf
Islands, BC Ferries will operate a
smaller, more efficient vessel in the
winter when demand for ferry travel
is lower. From springtime to early
autumn, we will increase to two
vessels, which allows us to provide
more service and greater capacity
at the times of the year that it’s
needed most.
The upcoming introduction of the
Salish Eagle and the Salish Raven into
service is an opportunity to revisit the
sailing schedules for the area. BC Ferries
is continuing with Phase Two of our
Southern Gulf Islands schedule review
in our continued effort to better align
customers’ needs, while balancing
capacity with demand and the seasonality of ferry travel.
WORK TO DATE – PHASE ONE
AND TWO
We conducted Phase One of our Southern Gulf Islands schedule process in
the spring. To understand the needs
of our customers, we conducted a
web survey. Phase Two started in the
summer with public open houses on
each of the five Southern Gulf Islands
served by BC Ferries, as well as in
Sidney and Richmond. These sessions
were attended by over 1,000 participants and provided customers with
the opportunity to give their feedback
on the schedule options we presented.

While we’ve done a great deal of
analysis and traffic modelling, we
know that getting our customers’ input
is just as important. Trying to balance
the competing wants and needs of five
islands (Salt Spring, Galiano, Pender,
Mayne and Saturna) is a challenge and
requires careful consideration before
making any adjustments.
FEEDBACK FROM THE PUBLIC OPEN
HOUSES AND WEB SURVEYS
While we heard from many people that
the increased frequency of connections
to Tsawwassen with the schedule
options presented would be a positive
change, we also heard loud and clear
that customers did not prefer the
proposed schedules from outer-islands
to Swartz Bay, or the proposed changes
to inter-island connections. Some said
the draft schedules, which allowed less
time for commuters, appointments and
shopping in Victoria, were not as convenient as the current schedules. We
also heard that many businesses rely
on the current schedules and change
for them would be difficult.
YOU SPOKE AND WE LISTENED
– DRAFT SCHEDULES CHANGED
BASED ON PUBLIC CONSULTATION
Based on the valuable feedback we’ve
received, BC Ferries has made additional adjustments to the draft
schedules. The schedules now being
presented support our customers’
desire for sailing times and routing
that more closely model the current
schedules, with added improvements
we believe ferry users will appreciate.
We are striving to preserve many of
the benefits of the schedules presented at the public open houses,
while also addressing concerns raised
at those meetings.

Highlights of the updated draft
schedules include:
• The off-peak schedules are similar
to current service.
• In the shoulder seasons, weekend
service will be increased with the
second new Salish Class vessel.
• In the peak season, there will be more
sailing opportunities while maintaining inter-island connections on
weekdays, as well as improvements
from Tsawwassen to the Southern
Gulf Islands on weekends.
WE NEED YOUR CONTINUED
PARTICIPATION – PHASE TWO
To view the draft schedules and to
complete the Customer Feedback
Survey, please visit bcferries.com.
The survey will be made available
online between November 23 and
December 14, 2015. After we analyze
the results of the Phase 2 survey, we
will communicate the new Southern
Gulf Island schedules with a Phase
3 survey. We expect to finalize the
schedules in the spring of 2016, for
implementation in the spring of
2017, when the new Salish Class
vessels enter service.
BC Ferries thanks our customers for
their continued participation in this
scheduling process. The Southern
Gulf Islands service is an extremely
complex network and with two new
vessels coming into service in 2017,
it’s important to take this opportunity to help us shape our service. We
understand the vital role BC Ferries
plays in maintaining the quality of
life of people who live and work on
the islands, and how you count on us
to facilitate the delivery of commercial goods critical to residents and
local economies.

www.islandtides.com
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Anecdotes From a Small
Island That Incorporated

F

Jean Gelwicks

or years, my husband, Peter Lamb and
I had wanted to go to Bowen Island to
talk to islanders about Bowen’s
experience of becoming an Island
Municipality. When we were given a chance to
house-sit, in a beautiful Bowen home, we
jumped at it.
Bowen Island is the only Island
Municipality in BC. Bowen incorporated some
16-years-ago, so we hoped they had had
enough time to assess their successes. In the
four days we spent on Bowen Island, we made
appointments with a half a dozen present and
past elected officials for interviews and had a
number of discussions with other residents. All
were generous with their time and candor. The
following comes from notes I took, mainly
during the interviews with elected officials.
We had a number of prepared questions we
wanted to ask everyone: What had been the
main reasons, sixteen years ago, islanders gave
for wanting to incorporate? Were these
expectations met with incorporating? Why
and why not? Had there been any surprises?
What were they (both positive and negative)?
Had their consultant’s report on incorporation
been helpful? The Salt Spring Consultant’s
preliminary report had just come out a day
before we left for Bowen.
Some had questions for us. One councillor
started our interview by asking, ‘Honestly,
what do Salt Spring Islanders want, that you
do not already have? Most of us are envious of
all you have done.’ Upfront we were told by
another to ‘Have a good look at what the
driving forces for incorporation are and
consider carefully if incorporating will get you
what you want? You need to decide, if
incorporating is going to benefit the whole
community or a few.’ We found that
expectations have not been met that were
priorities for some people and other things
have happened that were not on the table

when the vote was held.

Some ‘Themes’ Which
Emerged

The vision of the Islands Trust ‘Preserve and
Protect’ mandate is much diminished on
Bowen Island. Some said invisible. Many
Bowen Islanders know little about the Islands
Trust, how it came about or any of its history.
Some do not know that Bowen is even a part
of the Trust Area. Bowen Island still has no
hazardous slope protection, no shoreline
protection, no sensitive ecosystem protection
and no soil removal bylaws. They just recently
got NAPTEP. The municipal staff, of course,
works with the Islands Trust as required.
Higher and new expectations come with
becoming a municipality. Folks wanted more
enforcement, and monitoring for things like
derelict boats in the harbour, homelessness,
parking, and dog control that were initially not
a large part of the incorporation discussion.
Residents
wanted
more
recreation
programming, additional support for the arts,
daycare, better library services, not to mention
care and attention to aging infrastructure
(roads, sewer and water).
All these are good things but everything
costs money. The main message was that
becoming a municipality does not change that
and expectations are increased.
Municipal infrastructure like roads, water,
sewer and other infrastructure (municipal hall,
community centre, public worksyard, firehall,
etc.) were topics during the debate to become
a municipality. In 16 years, most of the ‘big
work’ has not been done.
We were warned by most folks interviewed
to make sure to get to the truth about the state
of our SSI roads. One person said, ‘The
municipality never has enough money to
spend on roads.’ Salt Spring Island has threeand-a-half times the length of roads as Bowen.
Road kilometers per capita on Salt Spring
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RED DRESS by Amber harvey

Mayne Island’s John Aitken,
multi-media artist and activist, has
done much to create dialogue
around First Nations issues on
Mayne Island, and on Sunday,
November 22, we participated in a
ceremony of his design.
Some of John’s initiatives have
included: the community reading
of The Inconvenient Indian, the
talking circles that followed, the
celebration of the first National
Aboriginal Day in the Gulf Islands
in 2015.
It was time for another Mayne
Island happening, something
visual this time. In this year of the
release of the Truth and
Reconciliation
Commission
Report and inspired by Jamie
Black’s
2011
original
art
installation, John invited the
community to bring red dresses to
Emma and Felix Jack Park (see
photo, front page).
Under the arms of the
Honouring Figure, carved by John
in 2009, we met, among the empty
red dresses. Only the women were
missing. 0

mall fire
Sage, cedar, sweet grass, tobacco
Small smoke
Cold wind on legs and faces
Tall trees
Sky cloudy
Smell of smoke so sweet
Red dresses wait
Silence
Drum
Woman’s voice
Spirits cry out to come home

Spirits all around
In the smoke, in the smoke, on the wind, in the sky
Come home, the elders call
Welcome, the trees call
Call the spirits to come home
Only respect here
Only love here
Come home
Home.

One candle, like a beacon,
Illuminates one red dress throughout the night.
Dawn came. Rain came.
School children came to pay their respects.
By noon the dresses were gone.
—Amber Harvey

is two-and-a-half times greater than that of the
average on municipalities of comparable size.
We were told to do a proper costing of SSI
roads, so the public knows what kind of
money we are looking at. A similar case can be
made for water and sewer.
Property is still required for community
buildings and services. Bowen residents
initially thought they would be building their
municipal hall within a couple of years as
projected in the consultant’s report. It still has
not been started. It always comes down to a
choice of where to spend limited resources.
Bowen pays $85,000/year rent at the
moment. From the beginning they wanted to
build a community centre (they still do not
have one) and they have not yet decided on the
final design. Acquiring land is expensive.
Getting agreements from all the players takes
time.
The projections in the 1999 Bowen
Consultant’s Report on incorporation are not
at all what ended up happening on Bowen.
One councillor said, flat out, ‘Bowen’s report
by the consultant was flawed.’
Contractors/developers are naturally
invested in their businesses being successful
and found it easier to deal only with the
municipality. ‘Early on, developers had the

advantage,’ said one islander, ‘having
resources and a long game plan.’
The Province no longer recognizes Bowen
Island as rural. How will this affect our
farmers?
Some said they were disappointed at the
increased level of animosity on the island since
incorporation.
‘Leave it to the municipality’ is now the
mentality of some. Bowen now pays and are
responsible for 33 staff. The Council owns,
must maintain, and replace many municipal
vehicles and equipment.
We learned that incorporation is a more
complex process than we expected—too much
to put in one short article. We came away with
the feeling that Salt Spring islanders can learn
from the first hand experiences in the only
Trust Island municipality. We feel they have
much to say that is relevant for our
community to consider before Salt Spring
votes to incorporate or not.
We have asked the SSI Incorporation
Study Committee, in the interest of informed
decision making and discussion, to have a
serious look at the Bowen Island experience
and report on their own findings to Salt Spring
Islanders. 0

What’s On?

VANCOUVER ISLAND &
ALL THE GULF ISLANDS

Thurs, 17, then 18,19,20,22,23,26,27,29,30,&31 December

Merry Christmas George Bailey!—stage adaptation (2002) of radio play (1949)
of classic Christmas movie It’s A Wonderful Life, presented by Echo Players • The
Village Theatre, 110 W. 2nd Ave • 7:30pm performances on Dec 17, 18, 19, 22,
23, 29, 30; 2pm matineés on Dec 20, 26, 27; 9pm on New Years Eve, champagne
& party food to follow ($6 extra) • Tickets: Adult $20, Senior $17, Student $11,
Child $5, Group (10+) $16 • Info: 250-752-3522, info@echoplayers.ca,
www.echoplayers.ca • QUALICUM BEACH

Saturday, December 19 to Sunday, January 3

Holiday Season Fun Swims—Bring your friends and family to
Commonwealth Pool and enjoy the wave pool, waterslide, diving boards, tots’ pool, pirate ship,
swirlpool, sauna, fun leader games and the Wibit inflatable, family change rooms • Saanich
Commonwealth Place, 4636 Elk Lake Drive (right off Pat Bay Hwy at Royal Oak exit) • Info:
www.saanichrec.ca, 24-hour swim-line, 250.475.7620 • SAANICH

Next Deadline: January 6
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